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tetrapods when the arms are bent. We demonstrate that seeded tetrapods can serve as an optical strain gauge, capable of measuring forces on the order of nanonewtons. We anticipate that a nanocrystal strain gauge with optical readout will be useful for applications including sensitive optomechanical devices and biological force investigations.
A tetrapod nanocrystal consists of a central core with four arms branching out at the tetrahedral angle 4 . We have previously shown a few ways in which tetrapod arms can be bent. For instance, when a
CdTe tetrapod (4 nm wide and 100 nm long arms) is deposited on a substrate through solvent evaporation, the fluid exerts a capillary force which pulls the tetrapod towards the substrate, in some cases permanently deforming the arms 10 . Salmeron and coworkers used an atomic force microscope to press on the outward-projecting arms of surface-immobilized CdTe tetrapods, and have shown that for forces below 100 nN, the tetrapod flexes elastically 11 . Motivated by these observations, Wang and coworkers calculated the electronic level structure of a CdSe tetrapod with different degrees of arm bending, induced by nanonewton forces, and predicted a red-shift of the energy gap with increasing strain 12 .
Seeded tetrapods consisting of a CdSe core with CdS arms are highly luminescent 6 and are very symmetric objects. When placed under an anisotropic stress, we expect a reduction in symmetry, which will influence the electronic level structure. To fully quantify such effects, we have examined a series of samples under diverse conditions of stress and strain. Specifically, we have examined the luminescence from seeded dots, rods, and tetrapods placed in a diamond anvil cell (DAC) as a function of applied pressure in a highly hydrostatic medium, which transmits pressure nearly isotropically, as well as a nonhydrostatic medium, which transmits pressure anisotropically. We compare the tetrapods to rods to separate out stress-induced strain effects in a single rod from effects specifically arising in a tetrapod consisting of connected rods. An additional important difference between seeded rods and tetrapods is that the seed in the rod case is of wurtzite (wz) or hexagonal symmetry, while in the tetrapod case it is of zincblende (zb) or cubic symmetry. For this reason, we complete our studies by investigating simple wurtzite seeds under the same conditions of hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic stress. With this set of experiments, we can investigate the effects of deviatoric stresses on the luminescence of seeded tetrapods.
The particles under study were wz-CdSe/wz-CdS core/shell dots, wz-CdSe/wz-CdS core/shell rods, and zb-CdSe/wz-CdS core/shell tetrapods, with 4.4 ± 0.6 nm, 4.0 ± 0.4 nm, and 4.4 ± 0.7 nm cores respectively. Dots were prepared following Li et al. 5 , and rods and tetrapods were prepared following Talapin et al. 6 Structural and optical characterization demonstrate that the particles are of narrow size distribution. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images ( GPa and shows high viscosity behavior above ambient pressures, indicative of a highly anisotropic, nonhydrostatic pressure transmitting medium 13 . The pressure in the DAC was increased to <6 GPa, and then decreased to ambient pressure. Fluorescence traces obtained during the experiment (Fig. 2 ) demonstrate highly contrasting behavior between hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic pressure conditions, and among particle geometries. The most obvious trend under hydrostatic pressure is a pressure-induced blue-shift of the PL peak. A slight asymmetric broadening of the peak at longer wavelengths is observed at higher pressures. The behavior under non-hydrostatic pressure is markedly different. For dots, the PL peak splits into a doublet at pressures above 0.7 GPa. For dots and rods, a shallower peak also typically arises at ~650 nm. The PL peak in tetrapods instead slightly red-shifts with increasing pressure, with the appearance of a small blue shoulder. The fluorescence behavior is reversible, with no apparent hysteresis, although the PL peaks are somewhat wider at the end of the experiment. The particles remained intact throughout the experiment as demonstrated by sample recovery post-compression ( Fig. 2 insets); we found that above 6 GPa, recovered nanoparticles were broken due to the high nonhydrostatic pressure environment within the cell. We did not observe the abrupt PL intensity decrease or peak broadening associated with a phase transition to rock salt 14 ; due to the mechanically stiffer CdS shell on the surface, these particles likely undergo this phase transition at higher pressures 15 . The sharp spectral peak around 700 nm is from fluorescence of the ruby grains used as a pressure gauge within the DAC 16 . Fluorescence spike ~694 nm is due to fluorescence from ruby grains, used to determine pressure inside the DAC.
To quantitatively evaluate the PL shifts of the particles, we fit the experimental data to a sum of Gaussian curves (see analysis methods in Supporting Information). PL peak energies as a function of pressure are shown in Fig. 3a -c, and the percentage of particles in the red-most peak, calculated from the area under the fitted peak, shown in Fig. 3d . There are four notable observations from this analysis.
First, under non-hydrostatic pressure for all three particle morphologies, two PL peaks are observed: a blue-peak, whose energy as a function of pressure matches with that of the peak under hydrostatic pressure, and a red-peak, which does not exist under hydrostatic pressure conditions. The two peaks are likely due to fluorescence from two populations within the cell, rather than two allowed transitions within individual particles, since the energy difference between the two peaks is much greater than the thermal energy available. However, future single particle fluorescence experiments are required to confirm this assessment. That the blue-peak and hydrostatic peak energies match so well suggests that the particles emitting at the blue-peak experience a near-hydrostatic environment within the DAC, while those emitting at the red-peak are affected by the non-hydrostaticity. Second, under non-hydrostatic pressure for dots, the blue-peak further splits into at least two peaks, but possibly more, as evidenced by the greater spread in peak position (Fig. 3a) . The hydrostatic pressure peak for dots, with a broader red side, is also fit to two peaks for comparison. This blue-peak splitting phenomenon is not observed for rods or tetrapods. Third, for dots and rods under non-hydrostatic pressure, the energy of the red-peak changes somewhat (-5.6 and 5.2 meV/GPa respectively), while for tetrapods the red-peak emission redshifts at nearly two times this rate (-9.9 meV/GPa) (Fig. 3a-c insets) . Fourth, tetrapods are clearly the most affected by the non-hydrostatic pressure, with more than 95% of the population in this red-peak state (Fig. 3d) . This agrees intuitively considering the shape and larger size of tetrapods compared with dots and rods. This also demonstrates that tetrapods are the most suitable particle geometry for strain sensing as they are most likely to be strained. Under hydrostatic pressure, the particles are isotropically compressed, while under non-hydrostatic pressure, the particles additionally experience a net deviatoric stress which includes uniaxial and shear stresses. The difference between the two informs the net strain due only to non-hydrostatic stress. To investigate the optical effects of only non-hydrostatic stress on the tetrapods, which leads to arm bending, the energy difference between the non-hydrostatic peak and hydrostatic shoulder (Fig. 2f) is plotted (Fig. 3e) . We observe a clear red-shift with increasing stress.
Although the strain state inside a DAC at nanometer size scales cannot be readily quantified, using the pressure gradient inside the cell and the particle size we calculate a force per particle on the order of nanonewtons. This is of the same magnitude as the forces previously observed to bend tetrapod arms 11, 12 . A model to explain the observed behavior is shown in Fig. 4 . In CdSe/CdS nanocrystals, the fluorescence recombination occurs in the CdSe core, with the electron relatively more delocalized throughout the nanocrystal while the hole is confined to the core [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . The conduction band is comprised mainly of Cd 5s orbitals. For dots and rods, with a wz-CdSe core, the valence band is comprised mainly of Se 4px and 4py orbitals; the valence band of tetrapods, which have a zb-CdSe core, is comprised of Se 4px, 4py, and 4pz orbitals. Under hydrostatic pressure conditions the crystal bonds are compressed, and the greater wavefunction overlap leads to a blue-shift of the energy gap, mainly due to an increase in the conduction band energy 23, 24 . Small deviatoric stresses lead to the observed fluorescence peak asymmetry particularly seen in dots. This effect is more obvious under non-hydrostatic pressure, where the blue-peak for dots splits into at least two luminescent states due to stress. This effect has been previously observed for bulk CdSe stressed in different directions 25 . For rods, blue-peak splitting is not as prominent due to the elongated CdS shell on the CdSe (100) faces; the mechanically stiffer CdS 26 hinders compression along the CdSe c-axis. Therefore, fewer luminescent strain states are possible.
Intermediate behavior for rods with the same size CdSe core but shorter CdS rod shells is observed ( Supporting Information, Fig. S1 ). Under higher non-hydrostatic pressure conditions, experimentally achieved by particle dispersion in toluene, some bonds in the crystals are pulled apart by torque, leading to a red-shift of the energy gap. Because the particles are randomly oriented with respect to the net uniaxial strain, the observed ensemble energy levels are broadened. The distinction between tetrapods versus dot and rod particles is that the unique geometry of tetrapods makes them more physically sensitive to stress-induced effects. Once the medium has frozen (or become quite viscous) around the tetrapods, further application of anisotropic stress applies bending moments to each of the tetrapod arms, with each arm's bending moment dependent on its orientation relative to the principal stress axes. Thus the arms of the tetrapod act essentially as lever arms, subjecting the zb-CdSe core to large shear stresses so that some bonds are stretched and others compressed relative to the hydrostatic configuration. The data suggest that the net result of arm bending is a red-shifting of the energy gap. Consequently, forces which bend tetrapod arms may be optically detected.
While we considered other mechanisms for previously observed strain-and shape-dependent optical phenomena to explain our findings, they are ruled out given our experimental design. First, it has been hypothesized that the blue-PL peak split in CdSe quantum-dot solids arising at non-hydrostatic pressure conditions is due to an energy transfer mechanism between particles 27 . This cannot be the central mechanism in our experiment, since the nanoparticle sample is dilute. Second, the appearance of the red-peak under non-hydrostatic pressure conditions is not due to a type I-type II heterostructure transition 28 , since this peak is also observed in our bare CdSe dot pressure studies (Supporting Information, Fig. S2 ). Finally, an aspect ratio-induced crossover between the bands formed by the Se 4px 4py and the Se 4pz orbitals 29 does not cause the red-peak observed in the present study; the particle compression is too slight to increase the aspect ratio. However, under non-hydrostatic conditions the Se 4pz band may be at higher energy than the 4px and 4py bands for dots and tetrapods due to greater compression in the z-direction 23 .
In summary, our experiments demonstrate that the optical properties of highly luminescent CdSe/CdS nanocrystals are altered in response to external stresses. These particles, with the same long-lasting and narrow-emission advantages of shell-encapsulated quantum dots 9 , provide nanonewton-sensitive nanocrystal analog of the mechanoresponsive polymeric materials recently described 30 . Core/shell dots, because of their small size, isotropic shape, and lack of steric hindrance, may be employed to quantify non-hydrostaticity, for example within a DAC. Tetrapods, due to their unique geometry, are particularly suited for use as an optical strain gauge. Further development of tetrapods in this capacity requires precise calibration of the fluorescence emission shift with force by alternate methods, since the strain state inside a DAC at nanometer size scales cannot be readily determined. Synthetic tunability of size and shape may allow tetrapods sensitive to forces over a range of magnitudes. An optical strain gauge, sensing nanonewton forces, will be useful for optomechanical devices and investigations of biomechanic processes.
The high-pressure fluorescence experiments were performed at supporting labs of beamline 12. Supporting Information Available. Experimental methods for nanocrystal characterization, diamond anvil cell studies, and spectral analysis; emission peak maxima for CdSe/CdS rods of different lengths in toluene in a diamond anvil cell (Fig. S1) ; fluorescence spectra of bare zb-CdSe dots in a diamond anvil cell (Fig. S2 ).
